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To: tpalaima@mail.utexas.edu 
From: emmett Bennett <ebennett@facstaff.wisc.edu> 
Subject: 
Cc: 
Bee: 
Attached: 

Dear Tom, THIS IS TO ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF STUFF FOR WHICH NOTICE OF 
RECEIPT WAS REQUESTED. Well now, on attendee-information; you have me living in a non
existent town. Rather fancy, and probably a postman would not think twice. But please change 
it. If you don't know what I'm talking about, look it up. 
I now expect that I will arrive and depart close to the beginning and-ending dates, and if it works 
cu'.., I would iii<e to do it by raii:oad again. That's a fine way to go - if you have something along to 
read. Among the additional rmation (pre is just as nice, or better, than post). I probably ought to 
move, whether I can manage it or not is another problem. In any case, the other address is 
requisite for packages, and always possible with my listed FAX - well maybe you don't have it 
litsted at 608 265 4173, and telephone 608 262 3855 - which gets you to Loretta, I use the Inst 
telephone so little that it has left my cubby-office. As for what to put into words, I remember I 
must be thinking about it, and haven't put anything down on paper. But I will. I trust that 
introductory remarks don't require an abstract --- just in case, here's an abstract "Hi, there, 
welcome" It is also a good thing that I don't have to send in a using and sending. For, I have 
never heard of a MSW 5.1 discette. Nobody has mentioned anything like that at the lunch table; I 
wouldn't dare ask Loretta what one is, and my reliable source ran off some time ago to Oxford. 
Nice to see he's coming .. My machine acts up right now, so 
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Printed for emmett Bennett <ebennett@facstaff.wisc.edu> 
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To: tpalaima@mail.utexas .edu 
~~obTe:c~:mmett Bennett <ebennett@facstaff .wisc.edu> 

Cc : 
Bee: 
Attached : 

If you:ve,just got a message that's fine Somehow the . 
you d1dn t get it let me know and I'll try ~gain re was complaint from the management. If 
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